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upon the thickness of plates, but also should vary with the kind of joint. Practice tends to hold to one diameter of rivet for each thickness of plate, irrespective of the kind of joint.
Another item of practical importance is tightness against leakage under pressure. Most formulae are developed without consideration of this important factor. From a practical point of view, the joint fails when it begins to leak; actual rupture need not take place. The topic of the allowable maximum pitch as governed by experience with tightness of joints is discussed in § So.
The margin in a riveted joint is the distance from the edge of the sheet to the rivet hole. This must be made of such value that there shall be safety against failure by the rivet tearing out. There can .be no satisfactory theoretical determination of this value; until recently it has been held that practice and experiments with actual joints showed that a joint would not yield in this way if the margin were made = d =* diameter of the rivet hole. This is a safe rule for iron rivets in steel plates for any type of joint. Where steel rivets are used it will be well to
increase this to ~ d.
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The American Machinist, May 3, 1906, says: The minimum distance from the center of any rivet hole to a sheared edge ought not to be less than i J" for I" rivets, rj" for f rivets, i-J" for f" rivets, i" for I" rivets; and to rolled edges i£", ij", i", and I'', respectively. The maximum distance from any edge should be eight times the thickness of plate,
The distance between the center lines of rows may be taken not less than 2.5^ for double-chain riveting, and iMd for double-staggered riveting. This will insure safety against zigzag tearing of the plate, but brings the heads very dose together. It is customary to use 2.5^ to 2.75^ for both. From these values and those of margins, as just discussed, the proper amount of lap can readily be determined for any kind of joint.

